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1. Executive summary 

Background 

 Pain is subjective, dynamic and complex;  it is complicated by both physical and 

psychological factors 

 Typically, pain is categorized as acute versus chronic OR as nociceptive versus neuropathic 

 TENS is the application of electrical current, through electrodes placed on intact skin for the 

purpose of stimulating nerves 

 TENS pain modulation is a therapy that activates sensory nerve fibres 

Pain management practice 

 Chronic pain is a stressor, with potential negative impact on the cardiovascular system, 

respiratory function, urinary retention and mental health 

 Relentless pain can bring about changes in the physiology of the nervous system – resulting 

in chronic pain 

 Pharmaceuticals remain the mainstay of pain management but there are several reasons 

and circumstances where alternative therapies could and should be considered 

Non-pharmacological treatments 

 Alternative or adjunct pain relief treatments include: electrotherapy, acupuncture, massage, 

thermal packs, injections, implants and surgery 

 In clinical trials for chronic low back pain, TENS analgesia scored favourably compared to all 

the non-invasive, alternative treatments 

 Of the total 34 treatments TENS was out-performed by only 5 treatments, all of which were 

highly invasive, inconvenient and expensive options 

 TENS electrotherapy presents a very good profile relative to  alternatives, as it is:  

o non-invasive 

o non-toxic 

o non-addictive 

o effective 

o fast acting 

o long lasting 

o available on-demand 

o convenient 

o simple to use 

The nociceptive system 

 Both pharmaceutical and electrical pain relief mechanisms act by reducing activity in the 

nociceptive system – that part of the central nervous system (CNS) that detects and responds 

to tissue damage and pain 
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 There are 3 different types of peripheral afferent fibres carrying pleasant and painful signals 

to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord 

 Fibres associated with pleasant signals are faster than the two types of pain conducting 

fibres 

 Using multiple pathways, central nociceptive neurons conduct impulses from the spinal cord 

and brain stem to many areas of the higher brain 

 The nociceptive system may exist in one of five states; 2 of these are “persistently sensitized” 

and “re-organized” 

 Persistent sensitization and re-organization  mean that the nociceptive system has become 

dysfunctional or abnormal, and the resulting chronic pain is considered a disease in its own 

right 

TENS mechanisms of action 

TENS mechanisms of action involve both peripheral (pain gating) and central (neurochemical) 
processing. 

Pain gating - by travelling more quickly, non-painful input competes with and (partially or totally) 
excludes painful input. 

Neurochemical - β-endorphin, encephalin, noradrenaline, serotonin and GABA are just some of 
the chemicals activated by TENS. Through these neurochemical mechanisms TENS therapy: 

 Increases the threshold to pain both during and after treatment 

 Reduces the amplitudes and increases the latency of spinal and supraspinal components of 

pain processing 

 Decreases pain-related cortical activation 

MRI evidence suggests that TENS therapy activates these mechanisms even when the 
nociceptive system is persistently sensitized. 

Modern TENS therapy 

Modern TENS therapy has advanced in both knowledge and technique in the last 40 years. It 
now offers: 

 A choice of frequencies - stand-alone and mixed 

 Tiny, mobile units that are versatile, easy to operate and available as needed 

 Sound, practical advice based on extensive research and experience 

Key parameters of effective therapy are: 

 Frequency – high, low or mixed 

 Dose  which is a factor of Intensity and Time 

 Electrode placement 

 Avoidance of fatigue 

All these factors can be addressed satisfactorily using modern TENS technique and equipment. 
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TENS clinical evidence 

 In animal and healthy human studies TENS has been shown to act through peripheral and 

central pain mediating mechanisms, including pain gating, release of endogenous opioids 

and the elevation of GABA, serotonin and noradrenaline 

 Many Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) conducted throughout the 2000s, report 

significant findings relating to the benefit of TENS. These included trials of patients with MS, 

post-operative pain, trauma-related hip pain, acute renal colic and chronic low back pain 

 In 2007 Johnson et al performed an RCT meta-analysis. They concluded: 

o TENS provided three times more pain relief than placebo TENS 

o The study covered 1,227 patients with a range of pain conditions including 

osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, low back pain and myofacial pain 

o Disparity between these findings versus earlier  studies was due to the lack of 

statistical power of the other studies 

 In 2011 Bennett et al quantified sources of bias  in 38 TENS RCTs used in Cochrane reviews: 

o RCTs covering acute, chronic and cancer pain 

o Many RCTs used inadequate TENS technique and infrequent treatments of 

insufficient duration, leading to under-dosing; Investigators often failed to 

measure TENS effects during treatment  and often failed to measure concurrent 

medication; this would contaminate results 

o They found bias towards negative outcomes and underestimation of TENS effects 

and concluded that shortcomings had created bias in the trial outcomes; a bias 

favouring placebo TENS 

The placebo effect 

 Recent research has demonstrated that  the placebo effect is a real physiological response 

that triggers a release of β-endorphin 

 Because of the β-endorphin activation, the placebo effect does mediate pain for many 

sufferers but it is neither an ethical nor a practical long term solution to pain management 

 TENS versus the placebo effect: 

o TENS out-performs placebo TENS by a factor of 3 

o TENS acts via more mechanisms than the placebo effect 

o TENS Is ethical and sustainable 

Evaluation of TENS effectiveness 

 In clinical trials, patients are limited to a fixed set of parameters 

 In practice, patients can choose a frequency, intensity and duration to suit their own very 

specific needs – thus increasing the probability that TENS will be effective for them 

 Each frequency, stand-alone, has been demonstrated to benefit between 60% and 80% of 

patients 

 This leads to the conclusion that approximately 85% to 95% of patients would benefit from 

one or both frequencies of modern TENS therapy 
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A TENS pain relief survey 

 Bio Electronics conducted a multiple year pain relief survey, between 2002 and 2009 

 There were 2,986 valid responses 

 The gender split was 60% female / 40% male 

 Age groups were well distributed 

 Locations of pain were well distributed 

 The products in use for the survey period were the equivalent of or inferior to ActivBody, 

now manufactured by ActivLife Technologies Pty Ltd 

 96% of all respondents described their level of TENS pain relief to be between Satisfactory 

and Excellent 

o 27% excellent 

o 36% very good 

o 24% good 

o 9% satisfactory 

o 4% not satisfactory 

 The same result applied to respondents in pain for more than 1 year 

 The results were consistent across all locations of pain – back, neck, shoulder etc 

 The results were consistent for people in severe pain 

 68% of all Rs recorded an improvement in their Quality of Life, after using TENS 

 89% of respondents were still using their TENS machine, regularly or as needed; a further 

6% had it stored for future use 

 59% of Rs chose Bio Electronics TENS as their preferred method of pain relief 
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2. Background 

About Pain 

Pain is an unpleasant sensation that can range from mild discomfort to agony. Specific nerve 
fibres carry pain impulses to the brain where conscious perception may be modified by many 
agents or factors.  

Pain is subjective, dynamic and may be complicated by various physical and/or psychological 
issues. 

Broad categories of pain may be defined by either duration (acute versus chronic) or 
pathophysiology (nociceptive versus neuropathic). 

Acute Short duration; less 
than 3 months 

Caused by recent  injury or disease  

Chronic  Long standing;  more 
than 3 months 
duration 

a) Caused by chronic, long term injury or disease 

b) Due to changes in the physiology of the nervous 

system (e.g. persistent sensitization) 

Nociceptive Acute OR chronic Caused by actual or potential damage to non-
neural tissue or organs (somatic or visceral) 

Neuropathic Acute OR chronic Caused by injury or malfunction of the spinal cord 
and peripheral nerves 

TENS therapy 

TENS therapy is the application of electrical current, through electrodes placed on intact skin, for 
the purpose of stimulating nerve fibres. The acronym stands for Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve 
Stimulation (T.E.N.S.). 

In some circles, TENS has a narrow meaning – electro therapy for pain relief. However, in 
broader, better informed circles, TENS is a physical therapy for: 

 Pain relief - sensory nerve stimulation 

 Muscle strengthening - motor nerve or muscle stimulation 

 Circulation and healing – cellular stimulation 

TENS can be applied with varying waveforms and frequencies from low (approximately 10 Hz) to 
high (>50 Hz). Pulse intensity may be varied from:  

 Just perceptible (sensory threshold) 

 To motor threshold (sufficient to stimulate muscle contraction) 

 To the maximum intensity tolerated without pain (the tolerance threshold). 

This paper is limited to evaluating the analgesic benefits of modern TENS therapy. 
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3. Current pain management practice 
Poorly managed acute pain can lead to chronic pain – i.e. the experience of pain can impact 
upon the neural pathways conducting pain and bring about changes to the nervous system. 

The prevalence of chronic pain among the worldwide adult population has been reliably 
estimated at approximately 30% +/- 10%. Furthermore, 40% of individuals with chronic pain have 
reported that they have inadequate pain management. That’s more than 700 million people. 

Pain is a stressor; the adaptive response involves physiological changes that, in the initial stages, 
are useful and potentially life-saving. However, chronic pain allows the stress response to 
continue indefinitely, meaning that a variety of harmful effects may ensue that involve multiple 
systems of the body and are potentially life-threatening. For example: 

 The cardiovascular system responds to the stress of unrelieved pain by increasing 

sympathetic nervous system activity which, in turn, increases heart rate, blood pressure 

and peripheral vascular resistance. 

 Unrelieved pain can result in a patient limiting the movement of the thoracic and abdominal 

muscles in a bid to reduce pain. This may cause some degree of respiratory dysfunction 

with secretions and sputum being retained because of a reluctance to cough. 

 Unrelieved pain can increase the release of hormones and enzymes, which help to regulate 

urinary output, fluid and electrolyte balance as well as blood volume and pressure. This 

causes retention of sodium and water, resulting in urinary retention. 

In addition to the physiological effects above, chronic pain also has an emotional impact - with 
potentially serious behavioural consequences. Approximately 30% of chronic pain sufferers 
develop depression. 

It is self-evident that early intervention for acute pain and the on-going management of chronic 
pain are worthwhile endeavours for a variety of reasons: 

 For the immediate comfort and anxiety of the patient 

 To prevent acute pain developing into chronic pain 

 To avoid depression 

 To optimise health outcomes and control expenditure 

Pain assessment and management can be difficult. The most effective pain management 
strategies combine early intervention, appropriate pharmacology, physical and electro therapies 
and patient empowerment. 

Analgesic medications remain the mainstay treatment – especially for pain of recent onset or 
short duration. However, potent medication is toxic and associated with side effects, tolerance 
and/or dependence issues. 

Non-pharmacological treatments are typically used as adjuncts to pharmacology.  
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4. Non-pharmacological treatments 

4.1. Indications for alternative pain relief options 

Alternatives to pharmacological analgesics are indicated under the following circumstances: 

 To facilitate patient empowerment 

 When medications are not effective 

 For patients who cannot tolerate particular pharmaceuticals or a mix of pharmaceuticals 

 To minimise the long term use of analgesic medications with potentially harmful side effects 

 To avoid overuse or dependence on toxic or addictive analgesic medications 

 As an adjunct to medication; e.g. to manage breakthrough pain 

4.2. Range of non-medicated therapies 

There exists a spectrum of physical and electro therapy pain modulation techniques, including 
mechanical, pressure, thermal, non-thermal electrical, invasive non-electrical stimulation, 
invasive electrical stimulation and non-invasive electrical stimulation. 

Mechanical techniques include: manipulation, traction, vibration 

Pressure techniques include: massage 

Thermal techniques include: shortwave and microwave diathermy, cold packs and creams, and 
heat packs and creams 

Non-electrical, invasive stimulation techniques include: acupuncture, neuroreflexotherapy, 
nerve blocks 

Invasive, electrical stimulation techniques include: percutaneous peripheral nerve 
stimulation, spinal cord stimulation, deep brain stimulation, motor cortex stimulation 

Non-invasive, electrical stimulation techniques include: TENS (transcutaneous), interferential, 
and micro-current therapy 

Other techniques: ultrasound, laser, magnetic therapy 

Pain relief strategies may also include options relating to diet, exercise, relaxation and 
meditation.  

Such measures play a pivotal role in re-training the brain. However, they are longer term in 
nature and may need to be supplemented with more immediate pain relieving treatments. 

4.3. Pain relief considerations 

The key considerations for pain relief therapies are the relative benefits of: 

 Effectiveness 

 Safety 

 Availability / Convenience 

 Simplicity of use 

 Cost 
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4.4. Effectiveness 

In 2009, Machado and colleagues compared the effect of 34 analgesic treatments 
(pharmaceutical and alternative) for non-specific, chronic low back pain.  They referenced only 
well designed randomized placebo-controlled double blind trials. 

They found that 17 treatments (including TENS) had statistically significant pain-relieving effects. 

Effect sizes were plotted on a point scale relative to a placebo treatment, with the following 
results: 

20 - 30 points 15 - 20 points 10 – 15 points 0 to 10 points Below 0 

Electro-
acupuncture 

Immunoglobulin 
injections 

Infrared 

Vitamin B12 
injections 

Neuroreflexo-
therapy 

Acupuncture 

Heat therapy 

TENS 

Nerve blocks 

Back school 

Anti-convulsants 

Muscle relaxants 

Massage 

Laser 

Facet injections 

OTC analgesics 

Herbal medicines 

Denervation 

Magnets 

NSAIDs 

Exercise 

Physiotherapy 

Cognitive 
behavioural 
therapy 

Anti-depressants, 

Traction 

Radiotherapy 

NMDA 
antagonists 

Colchicine 

And others 

The effect size (i.e. benefit above placebo benefit) for TENS was comparable in magnitude to a 
range of well-accepted analgesic treatments, including acupuncture, heat therapies and nerve 
blocks. 

There were 5 treatments that ranked above TENS. All 5 involved either injection or regular / 
frequent clinical attendance. 

The effect size for TENS was greater than a wide range of other often recommended 
analgesic treatments.  

Specifically, TENS trials showed results superior to trials for the following treatments: 

 Muscle relaxants 

 Massage 

 Laser 

 Over-the-counter analgesics 

 Herbal medicines 

 Magnets 

 NSAIDs 

 Exercise 

 Physiotherapy 

 Radio therapy 
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4.5. Safety 

Compared to medications, TENS has a better safety profile, with fewer contraindications, side-
effects and drug interactions. There is no potential for toxicity or addiction. 

Compared with invasive techniques, TENS also has a better safety profile, with less exposure 
to unintended consequences inherent in invasive procedures and hospital stays.  

TENS device hazard analysis: 

Hazard Level of risk Risk mediation Residual risk 

Inappropriate use Possible Encourage diagnosis of pain and 
on-going medical supervision 

Negligible 

Electric shock Nil  NA 

Over dose No evidence   NA 

Interaction with 
pharmaceuticals 

No evidence   NA 

Addiction No evidence  NA 

Skin irritation Small Vary location of electrodes; use 
sensitive skin electrodes 

Negligible 

Muscle fatigue or 
damage 

Possible Follow instructions Nil 

Early labour 
contractions 

No evidence As a precaution, do not pass 
current through the uterus 
during pregnancy 

Nil 

Interfering with a 
heart pacemaker 

No evidence As a precaution, do not use in 
the vicinity of chest if P has a 
heart pacemaker 

Nil 

Interfering with 
metal implants 

Nil – frequency of 
stimulation does 
not generate heat 

 NA 

Loss of efficacy Possible Use modulated frequencies; 
Vary frequency; Vary placement 
of electrodes 

Negligible 
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4.6. Availability, convenience, simplicity, cost 

Therapy Availability Convenience Simplicity Cost 

Manipulation, traction, 
massage, shortwave & 
microwave diathermy, 
ultrasound, laser, 
acupuncture, 
interferential, etc 

Poor 

(Once or twice 
weekly; 
approximately 
30 minutes/ 
visit) 

Poor - Clinic 
based – time & 
travel 
considerations 

NA Repeat 
consultation 
fees; very 
expensive to be 
truly effective 

Implants On demand  Poor - Surgery, 
hospital, lost 
productivity 

NA Very expensive 

Cold & heat therapies Whilst resting Adequate Adequate Low 

Vitamin B12 Within 
recommended 
dosage 

Good Simple Low 

TENS Unrestricted Excellent Very simple Low purchase 
& very low 
consumables 
cost 

4.7. Contraindications 

Absolute contraindications 

Electrical stimulation should not be applied: 

 In the vicinity of an active malignancy 

 Through the brain 

 Through the heart 

 Over the carotid artery 

 With epilepsy 

If the unit is to be self-administered, the user must be able to comprehend the instructions. 

If the unit is to be administered under supervision, the patient must be able to communicate 
their level of comfort. 

Local contraindications 

Electrical stimulation should not be applied: 

 Through the uterus of a pregnant woman 

 In the vicinity of electrically active device implants, including cardiac pacemakers and 

implanted cardiac defibrillators 
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4.8. Summarizing TENS suitability 

Taking all key considerations into account, TENS therapy for pain relief ranks very well for: 
effectiveness, safety profile, availability, convenience, simplicity and cost. There are very few 
contraindications.  

In brief, the therapeutic benefits, of TENS include: 

 Rapid, effective, long-lasting pain relief 

 Non-invasive 

 Patient is in control and empowered 

 Available on demand 

 Suitable for chronic, acute and neuropathic pain 

 Able to use at rest, during activity or while sleeping 

 Involves no overdose; no addiction; no toxicity 

 Reduces stress as well as pain 

 Reduces stiffness and improves mobility 

 May contribute to recovery of the cause of acute pain 

 May be used in conjunction with other pain relief mechanisms 

 

Massage, acupuncture, heat therapies, relaxation techniques, physiotherapy and exercise are 
frequently incorporated into a pain management plan.  

The evidence based credentials of TENS therapy are equal to or stronger than these options. 

 

Invasive and expensive procedures such as injections, implants or surgery are, presumably, a 
last resort.  

Before embarking on such options a trial of modern TENS therapy is in the patient’s best 
interest. 

 

It is difficult to understand why TENS remains a therapy of “last resort”. 
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5. The nociceptive system 
The nociceptive system is that part of the nervous system that detects and responds to tissue 
damage and pain. The elements of the nociceptive system are: the nociceptors (specific nerve 
endings), neural pathways (which conduct nerve impulses) and processing areas in the central 
nervous system (CNS). 

Both pharmacological and electrical pain relieving treatments act by reducing activity in the 
nociceptive system. 

5.1. Nociceptive cells 

Nociceptors are high threshold sensory receptors that detect noxious stimuli and code the 
detection by generating nerve impulses. They are tissue damage and pain detectors. Because 
the nerve impulses are conducted towards the CNS the neural axons are called afferent nerve 
fibres. 

Peripheral afferent fibres carry or conduct sensory signals from soft tissue, glands and blood 
cells to the spinal cord and brainstem. 

There are 3 types of peripheral afferent fibres with different widths, speeds of transmission and 
different types of signals transmitted. Two of them (A-δ  and C) are nociceptive. 

Type of fibre Type of 
sensation 

Properties Function 

A-β fibres Pleasant Large diameter 

Rapid signal 
conduction 

Transmit pleasant 
sensations 

A-δ fibres Noxious Smaller diameter 

Conduct more slowly 
than A-β fibres 

Carry rapid, sharp 
pain 

Responsible for the 
initial reflex response 
to acute pain 

C fibres Noxious Smallest diameter 

Slowest conduction 

Responsible for the 
transmission of slow 
burning pain 

5.2. Processing areas 

The neural pathways of peripheral afferent fibres terminate in superficial layers of the posterior 
(dorsal) horn of the spinal cord. 

Central nociceptive neurones conduct impulses from the spinal cord and brainstem to many 
areas of the higher brain. There is no single “brain centre” but a matrix of structures that create 
different brain patterns under different circumstances.  
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Areas commonly involved in pain processing are: 

 The somatosensory cortex – sensory dimensions of pain 

 The cingulate gyrus and insula - affective-motivational dimensions of pain 

 The prefrontal cortex – cognitive dimensions of pain 

 Hypothalamus – autonomic responses to pain 

Neurons Properties Pathways Function 

Nociceptive Respond to noxious 
stimuli only 

Thalamus and 
somatosensory cortex 

Fast sensations 

Intensity, quality and 
location of pain 

Wide dynamic range Respond to both 
noxious and 
innocuous stimuli 

Reticular formation, 
limbic system and 
cerebral cortex 

Slow sensations 

Affective-motivational 
& cognitive aspects of 
pain 

5.3. Sensitized states 

The nociceptive system may exist in one of 5 states:  

 Pre-injury (healthy and ready to respond) 

 Sensitized (injured) 

 Persistently sensitized (dysfunctional and amplified) 

 Re-organized (abnormal and amplified) 

 Suppressed (abnormal and diminished) 

Sensitization occurs at both the peripheral and central locations. In most instances, both 
peripheral and central sensitization returns to normal when the damaged tissue heals. 

Peripheral - When tissue is damaged extracellular fluid accumulates; this fluid contains 

several chemicals that cause a lowering in the nociceptive threshold of activation, creating more 
pain. At the same time nociceptive impulses invade nociceptive free nerve endings, causing the 
release of additional chemicals that are associated with inflammation and further pain. 

Central – Central sensitization occurs in response to repeated C-fibre nociceptive activity. 

There are many neurotransmitters involved. The neurons become hyper excitable and they 
generate nerve impulses in the absence of evoking stimuli. Repetitive C-fibre activity may also 
cause a reorganisation of neuronal circuitry – central neuroplasticity. 

Persistently sensitized / re-organized - Sometimes the nervous system remains in a 

persistent state of sensitization or there are physiological changes to re-organize the nervous 
system; i.e. the nociceptive system has become dysfunctional or abnormal and the resulting 
chronic pain is considered a disease in its own right. This is relatively common after nerve 
damage.  
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6. TENS mechanisms of action – how it works 
TENS therapy directly stimulates nerve axons. The pulsed electrical currents excite neural tissue, 
while the various characteristics of current influence which neuron/s become active. 

The intention of TENS therapy for pain management is to activate distinct populations of nerve 
fibres to mediate physiological actions at peripheral, spinal and supraspinal levels of the nervous 
system. 

There is strong evidence from electrophysiological and behavioural studies using animals and 
healthy humans that the following mechanisms are each associated with the analgesic benefits 
of TENS therapy. 

6.1. Peripheral Mechanisms 

Conventional TENS at intensity below tolerance threshold will activate low threshold afferents (A-
β). These fibres transmit information along pathways to the brain; resulting in the TENS 
sensation similar to pins and needles. 

The current amplitudes and intensities used during conventional TENS, while adequate to 
activate the A-β afferents, are not sufficiently high to activate the higher threshold cutaneous 
afferents (the A-δ and C fibres). 

 Thus the primary peripheral mechanism of TENS is the blockade of the A-δ and C afferent 
impulses, by stimulating the faster, non-painful A-β fibres.  

At the same time, collateral branches excite interneurons that inhibit the activity of central 
nociceptive cells in the spinal cord, resulting in reduced nociceptive transmission to the brain 
and thus a reduced pain sensation. 

6.2. Gate control theory 

The primary non-pharmacological ascending pain modulation mechanism has been termed 
“Gate Control Theory”. 

It was first proposed by Melzac and Wall in 1965 (“Pain mechanisms: a new theory”) and has 
been expanded and modified since.   

A simple explanation of the theory, as it is currently understood, is that by travelling more 
quickly, non-painful input competes with and, partially or totally, excludes painful input. 

More specifically: 

 The wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons of the posterior horn integrate and modulate 

painful and non-painful activity as it arrives 

 Exogenous non-painful stimuli, using A-β fibres, travel more quickly than painful signals 

 They arrive at and synapse with the WDR neurons before the painful signals arrive. 

The Gate Control mechanism applies to many methods of sensory input; e.g. heat and cold 
packs, massage, acupuncture and electrical stimulation. TENS is a particularly effective and 
dependable method of pain gating as it is controlled, sustained and readily available. 
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6.3. Central Mechanisms 

The neurophysiology and neuropharmacology associated with TENS within the central nervous 
system is complex. TENS modulation of noxious input works at all levels of the CNS. 

There is strong electrophysiological evidence that TENS inhibits activity in both spinal 
nociceptive and wide dynamic range neurons. AND this occurs whether the noxious stimuli 
are evoked or spontaneous. In other words, TENS works as a central mechanism when the 
nociceptive system is sensitized (post injury), and even when persistently sensitized (chronic 
pain). 

There is evidence that TENS increases the threshold to elicit nociceptive reflexes both during 
and after treatment; i.e. that benefit lasts beyond the application time of the treatment. 

There is further evidence that TENS reduces the amplitudes and increases the latencies of 
spinal and supraspinal components of somatosensory evoked potentials. 

Brain imaging studies provide evidence that TENS affects pain-related cortical activation. 

6.4. Neuropharmacology of TENS 

The neurochemicals implicated in the mechanism of action of TENS therapy are best 
summarised in the following table. 

Neurochemical Low frequency High frequency 

Endogenous opioids μ-opioid receptors (spinal and 
supraspinal) 

δ-opioid receptors (spinal and 
supraspinal) 

Gamma-amino-butyric acid 
(GABA) 

nil Elevation of GABA (spinal) 

Serotonin Elevation of 5-HT levels 

5-HT(2) and 5-HT(3) receptors 
(spinal) 

nil 

Noradrenaline Alpha(2) receptors (peripheral) Alpha(2) receptors (peripheral) 

Acetylcholine 

 

Muscarinic(1) and 
Muscarinic(3) receptors 
(spinal) 

Muscarinic(1) and 
Muscarinic(3) receptors 
(spinal) 

Aspartate and glutamate nil Reduction 
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Endogenous opioids 

Endogenous opioid neuro transmission is found throughout the brain and spinal cord and 
influences many CNS functions, including nociception. 

Three classes of opioid receptors have been identified: μ-mu, δ-delta and κ-kappa. Three major 
classes of endogenous opioid peptides that interact with the opiate receptors have been 
recognized in the CNS: β-endorphins, encephalin and the dynorphins. 

The opioid peptides modulate nociceptive input in two ways: 

 Block neurotransmitter release by inhibiting Ca2+ influx into the presynaptic terminal 

 Open potassium channels, which hyperpolarize neurons and inhibit spike activity 

Β-endorphins are considered the putative ligands for the μ receptors, encephalin for the δ 
receptors and dynorphins for the κ receptors. 

Evidence that opioids were involved in TENS analgesia first emerged in the 1970s. Later research 
determined that increased β-endorphin and met-encephalin levels, but not dynorphins levels, 
are associated with TENS therapy.  

The research suggests that low-frequency TENS action is via μ-opioid receptors and high 
frequency TENS via spinal δ-opioid receptors. 

Plasma opioid measurements following TENS application reflect release from peripheral sites, as 
centrally released opioids are unlikely to cross the blood-brain barrier. 

GABA 

Gamma-amino-butyric acid is an inhibitory neurotransmitter in the CNS.  

The role played by GABA in the Inhibition of spinal nociceptive neurons was first demonstrated 
in 1985. 

In 1995 it was demonstrated that GABA was elevated by high frequency TENS. 

Serotonin 

Serotonin is a neurotransmitter that produces pain at the site of tissue damage and reduces 
pain in the CNS. 

In 2006 it was demonstrated that 20 minutes of low frequency TENS (but not high frequency 
TENS or placebo TENS) increased central serotonin concentrations during and immediately after 
treatment. 

Noradrenaline 

Various studies have shown that stimulation using either high or low frequency TENS 
administered peripherally is associated with alpha (2) noradrenaline and thus pain inhibition. 
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Acetylcholine 

In the CNS, this chemical acts to mediate learning, short-term memory, arousal and reward. 
Activation of spinal cholinergic receptors is anti-nociceptive.  Certain receptor subtypes appear 
to be involved in TENS anti-hyperalgesia. 

Aspartate and glutamate 

Not only are aspartate and glutamate associated with painful sensations; they also play a role in 
the sensitization of the nociceptive system. 

High frequency TENS has been shown to reduce the release of aspartate and glutamate in the 
dorsal horn. Thus it plays a role in combating a transition from acute pain to chronic pain. 

6.5. Functional magnetic resonance imaging 

Kara et al 2010 

30 minutes of strong, non-painful TENS below motor threshold, was administered over the 
medial nerve to patients with carpal tunnel syndrome. Using fMRI the study determined that, for 
active TENS, there was decreased pain-related cortical activation in the: 

 Ipsilateral motor cortex 

 Contralateral supplementary motor cortex 

 Contralateral cerebellum 

 Contralateral secondary somatosensory cortex  

 Contralateral par hippocampal gyrus 

 Contralateral lingual gyrus 

 Bilateral superior temporal gyrus 

For the placebo TENS group there were no observable changes in pain-related cortical activation. 

JC Choi et al 2015 

Pain and unpleasantness ratings were significantly higher in the pain-only group, compared to 
the pain + TENS group.  

With the pain + TENS group, fMRI demonstrated activation of the primary and secondary 
somatosensory and parietal cortices. Temporal summation from repetitive noxious stimuli was 
prevented. 
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7. Modern TENS therapy 
Once pain has been diagnosed and a treatment program developed, modern TENS therapy is 
versatile, easy to learn, easy to use and available outside the clinical environment, on demand. 

The following device attributes and treatment parameters have evolved into modern TENS 
therapy for pain relief.  

The recommendations are the result of decades of clinical observation and analysis, together 
with an understanding of the clinical science as it has emerged and is now understood. 

Device attributes: 

 Pre-programmed devices and pre-gelled, self-adhesive electrodes offer simplicity of use 

 Highly adjustable intensity controls are desirable for patient comfort 

 Micro sized units, weighing as little as 25 gm are ideal to ensure maximum mobility and 

therefore maximum utility and availability of the modality 

Both research and clinical experience suggest that, for optimal results, the parameters to 
consider include: 

 Frequency 

 Dose (a factor of Intensity and Time) 

 Electrode placement 

 Managing tolerance (loss of efficacy) 

Pulse width is a less significant parameter. 

7.1. Frequency 

The frequency of the electrical pulse determines which neuron/s become active and hence the 
mechanism/s of activation. 

Description Frequency range 

High frequency From 40 Hz to 120 Hz 

Low frequency Approximately 10 Hz 

Mixed frequency Alternating between high 
frequency and low frequency 

High frequency pulses, with intensity below motor threshold, are indicated for: 

 Quick acting, reliable pain gating 

 Release of encephalin 

 Elevation of GABA and noradrenaline 

 Activation of cholinergic receptors 

 Reduction of aspartate and glutamate 
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Low frequency pulses, with the intensity set at sensory threshold or just above, are useful for: 

 Release of β-endorphin, for long lasting pain relief 

 Elevation of serotonin 

 Elevation of noradrenaline 

 Activation of cholinergic receptors 

Mixed frequency pulses (alternating between high and low) with intensity between sensory 
threshold and motor threshold, may activate all of the above.  

7.2.  Dose 

Dose is a combination of intensity and time. 

There is a minimum dose, but no maximum dose.  

7.3.  Intensity 

There is a minimum intensity – at or above sensory threshold. 

There is a maximum intensity – below motor threshold if adjacent to motor nerves, or below 
pain tolerance threshold elsewhere. 

As it is desirable to keep the intensity at a comfortable level, time becomes the versatile variable. 

7.4.  Time 

Treatment can be as long as it takes to manage the pain. There is no overdose, but there are 
some minimum recommendations. 

Frequency Ideal Intensity Minimum Time 

High Below pain threshold 20 minutes 

Mixed Below motor threshold 60 minutes 

Low > Sensory threshold 120 minutes 

7.5.  Electrode placement 

There are various options for electrode placement 

Frequency Site of pain or 
same 
dermatome 

Spinal cord or 
contra-laterally 

Acupuncture 
points 

High YES YES  

Mixed YES YES YES 

Low  YES YES 
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7.6.  Loss of efficacy 

To avoid cumulative treatment resulting in loss of efficacy it may be necessary to introduce a 
little variation in the TENS therapy via one or more of the following: 

 Modulating the frequency around the mean; e.g. a modulated high frequency might be 45 Hz 

to 55 Hz 

 Alternating the frequencies between sessions 

 Combining the frequencies – as in a mixed or combined frequency mode 

 Varying the location of the electrodes 

When cumulative treatment is not an issue, a constant high frequency stimulus may be used 
(e.g. for acute pain, labour pain.) 

Frequency Modulated  Avoids loss of efficacy 

High +/- 5 Hz YES – because it is short 
duration and modulated 

Mixed From Low to High YES – because it is mixed 

Low - modulated +/- 2 Hz YES – because it is modulated 

 

7.7. Types of pain that respond to TENS therapy 

TENS has been shown to be effective for many types of chronic, acute and neuropathic pain. 

Chronic pain (chronic tissue damage) – Osteoarthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis, musculoskeletal 
pain, soft tissue disorders, joint disorders, Fibromyalgia, Sciatica, Carpel Tunnel, Repetitive Strain 
Injuries 

Chronic pain (no longer any tissue damage) - hyper sensitisation of the nociceptive system 

Acute pain – Sprains, strain and tears of muscles, ligaments and tendons, post-operative pain, 
lacerations, fractures, hematomas, contusions, dental procedures, dysmenorrhoea, child-birth 

Neuropathic pain (peripheral) – Nerve compression, diabetic neuropathy, post herpetic and 
trigeminal neuralgia, chemotherapy induced peripheral neuropathy 

Neuropathic pain (central) - Post-stroke pain, Multiple Sclerosis, spinal cord injury 

Miscellaneous - Tension headache, muscle tension, wound pain, visceral pain if referred to the 
somatic structures. 
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7.8.  Stress 

When pain is caused by stress or when stress exacerbates pain, the β-endorphin activated by 
low frequency TENS and the met-encephalin activated by high frequency TENS have the 
additional benefit of helping reduce stress and helping to break a cycle of:  

Pain → stress → more pain → more stress → etc 

7.9.  Cell stimulation 

When pain is caused by injury, TENS frequencies also activate electrical potential across cell 
membranes with the following additional therapeutic benefits: 

 Improved blood circulation 

 Increased supply of oxygen and nutrients at the injury site 

 Reduced oedema (fluid causing swelling) 

 Reduced inflammation 

 Breakdown of scar tissue 

 Removal of waste material 

A quicker recovery period means less time in pain. 

A timely management of oedema will eliminate fluid carrying chemicals that reduce the 
nociceptive threshold of activation. 

A reduction of inflammation will reduce pressure on nerves and reduce the level of chemicals 
associated with additional pain. 

A breakdown of scar tissue will improve mobility and flexibility. 
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8.  TENS clinical evidence 
The Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) accepts Clinical Evidence in 5 categories, 3 of which 
are relevant to this paper. These are: 

 Biophysics of the human body  

 Clinical trials 

 Post marketing research 

Placebo-controlled, randomized trials are “the gold standard”. BUT only if they eliminate bias 
rather than create bias. 

In clinical practice, evidence-based decision-making integrates clinical trials with clinical 
experience to inform effective treatments. RCT findings (even well designed ones) should not be 
taken in isolation because they are conducted in a false environment that does not reflect true 
treatment situations. 

8.1. Early clinical trials 

The majority of patient-centred studies of TENS conducted in the early years are cohort studies 
and case series.  

Although they lack control groups, they are a rich source of documented clinical experience 
about the usefulness of the overall TENS treatment package. 

8.2. Randomized placebo-controlled trials 

Research literature on placebo-controlled TENS trials (RCTs) is vast and can be confusing.  

The purpose of randomized placebo-controlled trials is to remove biases that confound clinical 
observation and pragmatic trials. However the validity and reliability of the findings of an RCT will 
depend upon the methodological quality of the study. Poor quality design can lead to false 
positive results or false negative results.  

It serves no purpose to study trials that are poorly designed, lack proper TENS technique or 
under dose for TENS. But there are plenty of trials of this description in the literature. 

The following trials are studied and discussed because they are: 

 More recent 

 Adequate in design techniques 

 Offer adequate dose 

 Add something new to the debate.  

They clearly demonstrate that TENS is consistently more effective as a method of pain relief 
compared to: 

 No treatment 

 Placebo TENS 
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Study Condition Frequency Dose Outcome 

Erdogan et al, 
2005 

 High 
frequency 
TENS  at  low 
intensity 

Applied for 48 
hours and then 
for 20 minutes 
every 3 hours 

Pain intensity and analgesic 
requirements were 
significantly lower compared 
with the placebo 

Warke et al, 
2006 

90 patients 
diagnosed 
with multiple 
sclerosis  
chronic low 
back pain 

High 
frequency 
and low 
frequency 
TENS 

45 minutes 
twice daily 

High frequency TENS had the 
greatest effect on pain 
reduction during the 6 weeks 
of treatment 

Low frequency TENS 
demonstrated positive long 
term results at 32 weeks and 
improved functional 
measures over the treatment 
period 

Mora et al, 
2006 

 

Transport 
patients 
determined to 
have acute 
renal colic 

High 
frequency 

Duration of 
ambulance trip 
to hospital 

The active TENS group 
demonstrated a significant 
reduction in the scores for 
pain, anxiety and  nausea 
and they had a lower heart 
rate response 

Lang et al, 
2007 

63 transport 
patients 
suffering 
posttraumatic 
hip pain 

High 
frequency 
and low 
frequency 
TENS 

Duration of 
ambulance trip 
to hospital 

Visual analogue scale pain 
scores, anxiety scores and 
heart rate response were 
significantly reduced in the 
active TENS group 

Solak et al, 
2007 

Postoperative 
thoracotomy 
surgery 

Low 
frequency 
TENS  

30 minutes 
once a day for 
10 days 
postoperatively 

Incisional pain intensity and 
analgesic requirements were 
significantly lower compared 
with the placebo 

TENS benefit was not 
significant until the 4th day 
and then lasted for 2 months 

Oosterhof et 
al, 2008: 

163 chronic 
pain sufferers 
(osteoarthritis, 
peripheral 
neuropathic 
pain, soft 
tissue, bone 
and visceral 
pain) 

High 
frequency 
TENS 

 Patient satisfaction was 
related to origin of pain; soft 
tissue and bone disorder 
patients experienced the best 
results 
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Study Condition Frequency Dose Outcome 

DeSantana et 
al, 2008 

5 prospective 
randomized 
controlled 
trials of 
postoperative 
patients 

High 
frequency 
TENS, 
comfortable 
intensity 

30 minutes 2 
and 4 hours 
after surgery 

TENS significantly decreased 
(pharmacological) analgesic 
requirements and incision 
pain intensity for 24 hours 
postoperatively 

DeSantana et 
al, 2008 

 

 

High and low 
frequency 
TENS  

Applied 
postoperatively 

Both frequencies were able to 
significantly reduce 
postoperative pain 

Cipriano et al, 
2008 

Cardiac 
surgery 

High 
frequency 
TENS, 
comfortable 
intensity 

Applied for 4 
hours on 3 
postoperative 
days  

TENS treatment resulted in 
significant decreases in 
incisional pain both at rest 
and with cough 

The decrease in pain intensity 
was related to positive effects 
on pulmonary function, with 
significant increases in tidal 
volume, vital capacity and 
related electrical activity of 
the trapezius and pectoralis 
major muscles 
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8.3. Meta-analysis and systematic reviews 

Systematic reviews and meta-analysis are difficult because of disparity of parameters. 

Review Condition Frequency Outcome 

Bjordal et al, 2003 

11 RCTs 
comprising 964 
patients 

   TENS produced larger reductions 
in analgesic consumption than 
placebo 

Johnson and 
Martinson, 2007 

Largest meta-
analysis to date 

Pooled data from 
32 studies 

1,227 patients 
with a range of 
conditions, e.g. 
rheumatoid 
arthritis, low back 
pain, 
osteoarthritis, 
anklyosing 
spondylitis and 
myofacial pain 

High, low, variable 
and acupuncture-
like frequencies 

TENS provided three times more 
pain relief than placebo TENS 

Main reason for disparity 
between these findings versus 
other studies and meta-analyses 
was the lack of statistical power of 
the other studies 

Cochrane review 

Khadilkar et al, 
2005 

2 randomized 
controlled trials of 
TENS  

Chronic low back 
pain 

 Due to heterogeneity of 
populations, authors were unable 
to pool the data 

They concluded there was 
insufficient evidence for the 
application of TENS for this 
condition 

Because it is a Cochrane review 
of RCTs, this is the ONLY 
research result that the TGA 
advertising panel relies upon. 

Chen et al, 2008 

13 studies were 
included 

 Review was 
conducted to look 
at pulse 
frequency 

Only 3 studies reported a 
significant difference for pulse 
frequency 

Authors concluded that pulse 
frequency is not a key variable 
when pulse intensity is 
standardised 
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Review Condition Frequency Outcome 

Claydon and 
Chesterton, 2008 

Attempted to 
synthesize the 
findings of six 
systematic 
reviews 

Chronic back 
pain, 
osteoarthritis of 
the knee, 
rheumatoid 
arthritis of the 
hand and chronic 
musculoskeletal 
pain 

Various Found evidence that TENS was 
superior to placebo 

Higher intensity TENS produced 
optimal effects 

There was inadequate study 
design, low statistical power and 
variability in TENS protocols 

Bennett et al, 
2011 

Quantified 
sources of bias in 
38 RCTs used in 
Cochrane reviews 

Acute, chronic 
and cancer pain 

 They found bias towards negative 
outcomes and underestimation of 
TENS effects 

Many RCTs used inadequate TENS 
technique and infrequent 
treatments of insufficient 
duration, leading to under-dosing 

Investigators often failed to 
measure TENS effects during 
treatment 

And often failed to measure 
concurrent medication which 
would contaminate TENS and 
placebo effects 

They further concluded that these 
shortcomings had created bias in 
the trial outcomes; a bias 
favouring placebo TENS 

Case series, 
surveys and 
audits 

  50-80% of individuals who try 
TENS report meaningful pain 
relief 

60% of patients who try TENS 
continue to use it for several 
years (Johnson et al, 1992) 
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8.4. Brain imaging 

Brain imaging studies provide visual, undeniable evidence that TENS affects pain-related 
cortical activation. 

Study Condition Outcome 

Choi et  2015  

Used functional 
magnetic resonance 
imaging 

Noxious stimuli  TENS, but not placebo TENS, activated the 
primary and secondary somatosensory and 
parietal cortices. Temporal summation from 
repetitive noxious stimuli was prevented. 

Kara et al, 2010 

Used functional 
magnetic resonance 
imaging 

Carpal tunnel 
syndrome 

TENS, but not placebo TENS, decreased the 
pain-related cortical activations 

Effects persisted up to 35 minutes after 
TENS 

Murakami et al, 2010  TENS modulated the excitability of the 
primary somatosensory cortex and motor 
cortex in a different manner 

Meesen et al, 2011 

Used transcranial 
magnetic  imaging 

Investigated the long-
term effect of TENS on 
reorganization of the 
motor cortex in 
healthy individuals 

An increase in cortical motor representation 
of muscles was observed following a 3 week 
intervention of TENS 

This suggested persistent neuroplastic 
changes in the human cerebral cortex 
following TENS 

8.5. Summary of clinical evidence 

Cochrane reviews, rather than representing the gold-standard, rely upon RCTs that used 
inadequate TENS technique, infrequent treatments and insufficient duration. I.e. the TENS trials 
were under-dosed and inconsistent in protocol. They introduced more bias than they eliminated. 

From the more rigorous trials we learn: 

 TENS provided three times more pain relief than placebo TENS 
 The pain intensity and analgesic requirements of TENS respondents were significantly lower 

compared with placebo Rs 

 Active TENS Rs demonstrated a significant reduction in the scores for anxiety and  nausea 

and they had a lower heart rate response compared to placebo Rs 

 50-80% of individuals who tried TENS reported meaningful pain relief results 
 60% of patients who tried TENS continued to use it for several years 

 TENS (but not placebo TENS) decreased the pain-related cortical activations; effects persisted 

up to 35 minutes after TENS 
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9. The placebo effect 

What is a placebo? 

In the recent past a placebo was defined as "a substance with no known medical effects". 
Examples included sterile water, saline solution or a sugar pill. 

In short, a placebo was thought to be a pretend treatment. 

9.1. The Placebo Effect 

The placebo effect refers to the phenomenon in which some people experience some type of 
benefit after the administration of a placebo. 

 What causes the placebo effect? 

For many years medical scientists believed that the expectations of the patient played an 
important role in the placebo effect; i.e. the hypothesis was that the more a person expected a 
treatment to work, the more likely they were to exhibit a placebo response. In short, the 
hypothesis was “mind over matter theory”. BUT there was no evidence to support the theory. 

Recent research now points to a real physiological response being the underlying cause of the 
placebo effect. 

This research tested the theory that taking the placebo triggered a release of endorphins. 

 New Placebo Research 

Researchers have now demonstrated the placebo effect in action using brain scans. They used 
positron emission tomography (PET) scans to look at each person's brain function during 
treatment and "sham" treatment. 

In one study, participants had a hot, painful piece of metal placed on their hand and then 
received either a pain-killing injection or a placebo injection. In both cases, the subject reported 
that the injection helped reduce the pain. 

Using PET, it was found that the area of the brain that contains many opiate receptors was 
activated in both the placebo and treatment groups. 

Furthermore, the reduction of stress and anxiety (also achieved with the release of endorphins) 
are considered to be potent components of the placebo effect (Brown, 1998). In other words, the 
expectation of therapeutic benefit triggers a relaxation response, which has the real physical 
benefit of the release of endorphins.  

These very endorphins then play a significant role in pain management. 

 Expectation 

 Relaxation 

 Release of endorphin 

 Reduced pain 
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9.2. Electrotherapy versus the placebo effect 

Understanding the difference 

It has been claimed that the benefits of electrotherapy (and TENS in particular) are due 
exclusively to the placebo effect.  

It is true that one mechanism of low frequency TENS is the release of β-endorphins. 

It is true that research now suggests that a mechanism of the placebo effect is the release of β-
endorphins.  

Simply because they have a similar mechanism does not denote cause and effect. 

The contra-argument: 

 High frequency TENS has no connection with endorphins – instead it has a relationship with 

encephalin. If TENS therapy was working because of a placebo effect, one would expect to 

see the release of endorphins on high frequency as well as low frequency stimulation 

 Animal studies of TENS therapy consistently demonstrate pain inhibiting effects. Yet animals 

cannot experience a placebo effect; therefore the benefits must be something other than a 

placebo 

 Functional MRI results have observed decreased pain-related cortical activation for TENS but 

not placebo TENS 

The balance of evidence comes down strongly in favour of there being much more to TENS than 
a placebo effect. 

TENS benefits versus the placebo effect 

In the well-designed, electrotherapy RC trials, the placebo effect was of the order of 20-40%. 

Plus, the statistical evidence was that TENS was more beneficial than the placebo treatment. 

The logical deductions are: 

 Some patients can and do trigger their own release of β-endorphins (the placebo effect) 

 For these patients, a placebo is better than no treatment at all 

 One mechanism of low frequency TENS is the release of β-endorphins; but there are several 

other mechanisms and other frequencies also playing a role during TENS therapy 

 Low frequency TENS is more effective, consistent and dependable than a placebo 

 Low frequency TENS is ethical but administering a placebo as pain relief raises ethical issue 

 High frequency TENS and Mixed frequency TENS have additional and complementary 

benefits 

The effectiveness of TENS therapy should be compared to no treatment or to ethical, effective 
alternative treatments. 
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10. Evaluating TENS effectiveness 

10.1. High, low and mixed frequencies 

In the laboratory, following the principles of well-designed RCTs, a respondent will have no 
choice of treatment. 

In the real world a patient with access to a modern TENS device may choose a frequency to suit 
their own needs: 

 High frequency 

 Low frequency 

 Mixed frequency 

There is no evidence to suggest that the two mechanisms are dependent upon or correlated with 
each other. The physiological mechanisms of action are distinctly different (see para 7.1 above). 

Some people benefit from high frequency TENS and some do not. Of the group with NO high 
frequency benefit, a percentage will benefit from low frequency TENS. 

There are 4 possible outcomes: 

 Benefit from High ONLY 

 Benefit from Low ONLY 

 Benefit from BOTH 

 Benefit from NEITHER 

For example: 

   

Each 20% represents a different profile in the population.  

80%

20%

High frequency TENS

Satisfied

Not satisfied

80%

20%

Low frequency TENS

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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10.2. Estimating TENS effectiveness 

Quite simply, TENS therapy does not work for all patients and all painful conditions. 

High frequency TENS offers a satisfactory pain relieving benefit for between 60% and 80% of 
people with the relevant types of pain. 

A study of patients who self-administered TENS three times per day for two weeks found no 
difference between high and low frequency TENS. Therefore Low frequency TENS also offers a 
satisfactory pain relieving benefit for between 60% and 80% of people with the relevant types of 
pain. 

TENS use in practice is quite different from controlled trials: 

 High, low and mixed frequencies are available for the patient to choose what is best for them 

 The user can try different locations of electrode placement and different modes at different 

times – for variation 

 The user is in control of the dose, both intensity and duration of treatment 

 The user is in control of the time between treatment sessions 

The statistic of interest is those that benefit from either or both frequencies. The estimate can be 
calculated using the following deductions and logic. 

 

Basis Estimate of pain population who 
benefit from TENS analgesia 

Adequate dose trials high frequency 60 to 80% 

Adequate dose trials low frequency 60 to 80% 

Treatment efficacy of well administered TENS; 
patient in control and able to choose a 
frequency, intensity and duration to suit 
themselves 

60 to 80% high frequency 

60 to 80% low frequency 

84 to 96% mixed frequency 

 

Minimum percentage: 

60% + 60% of 40%  = 60% + 24% = 84% 

Maximum percentage: 

80% + 80% of 20% = 80% + 16% = 96% 
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This can also be presented as follows: 

Benefit Bottom of range = 60% Top of range = 80% 

High 60% 80% 

Low 60% 80% 

Both 36% 64% 

Either 84% 96% 

Neither 16% 4% 

 

Given options and choice, between 84% and 96% of people in pain could benefit from TENS 
analgesia. 

The results from the next section (11. A TENS pain relief survey) are consistent with these 
findings. 
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11. A TENS pain relief survey 
Between 2002 and 2009, Bio Electronics Pty Ltd (now ActivLife Technologies Pty Ltd) conducted 
multiple customer surveys seeking written, anonymous answers to a pain relief questionnaire.  

All respondents had access to a Bio Electronics analgesic TENS device – and appropriate 
instructions for use. 

The following statistics describe the data set: 

 8 consistent surveys 

 2,986 valid responses 

 60% female / 40% male 

 Age groups were well distributed 

 74% suffering pain for more than 1 year 

 73% described their level of pain as severe (R=393) 

 Locations of pain were well distributed 

 80% of respondents had been using TENS for 6 months or longer 

 

The following statistics are related to pain relief effectiveness: 

 96% of all respondents described their level of TENS pain relief to be between Satisfactory 

and Excellent 

 The same result applied to respondents in pain for more than 1 year 

 This result was also consistent across all locations of pain – back, neck, shoulder etc 

 And it was consistent for people in severe pain 

 Only 2% of Rs with chronic low back pain were unsatisfied with TENS analgesia 

 68% of all Rs recorded an improvement in their Quality of Life after using TENS 

 89% of respondents were still using their TENS machine, regularly or as needed 

 A further 6% had it stored for future use 

 59% chose Bio Electronics TENS as their preferred method of pain relief 

 A higher proportion of people with severe pain applied TENS for 4 hours or longer 
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11.1. Methodology 

Potential respondents were all existing customers of Bio Electronics – i.e. customers who had 
purchased an analgesic TENS unit for the purpose of pain relief. Respondents were only ever 
asked once to complete the questionnaire. The survey was conducted 8 times over an 8 year 
period. 

 13,667 surveys were posted and 3,061 responses were received, a response rate of 22.4% 

 This is a very healthy response rate and an indication of how positive the customers are 

about the therapy 

 A total of 2,986 responses contained sufficient information to allow meaningful statistical 

analysis. 

Response numbers by survey were as follows: 

Survey No. respondents Survey No. respondents 

A - 2002 663 F - 2007 422 

B - 2003 405 G - 2008 249 

C - 2004 251 H - 2009 506 

D - 2005 162   

E - 2006 328 TOTAL 2,986 

Survey consistency: 

 Demographics were consistent across the surveys 

 Answers were consistent across the surveys 

 Consistency will also be demonstrated by topic below 

11.2. Products used by respondents 

The TENS products that were used by customers/respondents leading up to the period of the 
surveys were earlier versions of the current ActivLife product called ActivBody. 

ActivBody is programmed for 3 different TENS frequencies: 

 High frequency 

 Low frequency 

 Mixed frequency  

While survey products had a different name, the only technical difference between them and 
ActivBody means that they were inferior to ActivBody, in as much as: 

 Some products had only one mode of pain relief (Mixed frequency) 

 Some products had a maximum power output of 35 volts (now 60 volts) 

 Some products were not rechargeable (although this does not impact upon efficacy) 
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11.3. Gender 

Number of responses = 2,959 

Responses were split approximately 
60% female and 40% male 

 

These ratios were very consistent 
across all surveys 

The correlation co-efficient (r) = .97  

 

11.4. Age 

Number of responses = 2,961 

20% of respondents were over the age 
of 75 years 

28% were between 66 and 75 years 

40% were between 46 and 65 years 

12% were under the age of 45 

 

 

Survey D had above average 46 to 65 
year olds and below average 66 to 75 
year olds 

Otherwise, age distribution was quite 
consistent across surveys 

Average r = .89 
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11.5. Pain history 

Number of responses = 2,941 

74% of respondents had been suffering 
pain for more than 1 year before they 
turned to TENS for pain relief 

A further 11% were in pain for more 
than 6 months; 7% > 3 months 

In other words, 92% of survey 
respondents were experiencing some 
form of chronic pain  

Longevity of pain history was relatively 
consistent across all surveys 

However, the proportion of Rs with a 
pain history greater than one year 
dropped from the first survey (82.9%) 
to last the survey (67.7%) 

 

 

Compared to men, more women had 
been experiencing pain for 6 months or 
longer 

 

 

Time in pain was inversely correlated 
with Age, split under 65 years and over 
65 years 
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11.6. TENS usage patterns 

Number of responses = 2,888 

80% of respondents had been using 
their TENS unit for 6 months or more 

 

 

 

68% of respondents used TENS “when 
needed” 

16% used their unit on a daily basis 

 

 

83% of respondents used their TENS 
machine for 1 hour or longer 

 

Almost everyone used their TENS unit 
at home; males = 97.4%; females = 
96.6% 

Males also used their unit at work 
(13.5%) and out & about (26.0%) 

The comparable figures for women 
were 16.1% and 32.8% 
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11.7. Pain relief satisfaction 

The results support the hypothesis that TENS is a viable method of effective pain relief for a very 
large proportion of people 

2,847 respondents answered the 
question on pain relief satisfaction 

27% believed the pain relief 
delivered by TENS was Excellent 

36% Very good 

24% Good 

9% Satisfactory 

4% Not satisfactory  

 
 

Consistency across surveys was very 
strong 

 

 

Pain relief satisfaction was consistent 
no matter the pain history 
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Pain relief satisfaction answers for 
respondents in pain for 1 year or more: 

27% Excellent;  

36% Very Good 

24% Good; 

9% Satisfactory 

4% Not satisfactory 

This was the same as for all durations 
of pain combined. 

 

 

Longer durations of TENS use 
correlated positively with levels of 
satisfaction.  

 

Pain relief results for chronic low back 
pain were equally as good as pain in 
other locations – only 2% not satisfied. 
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11.8. Change in Quality of Life 

Respondents were asked to assess their Quality of Life (QOL) both before and after using TENS 
for pain relief. 

2,896 responses 

68.4% recorded an improvement in 
their QOL answer – blue cells 

29.8% felt there was no change – red 
cells 

1.9% recorded deterioration – green 
cells 

 

 

All respondents  After TENS → 

Before TENS ↓  Excellent  Very good  Good  Satisfactory  Not  satisfied 

Excellent  2.1%  0.1%  0.1%  0.0%  0.0% 

Very good  1.7%  6.9%  0.4%  0.1%  0.0% 

Good  1.7%  9.2%  9.2%  0.5%  0.1% 

Satisfactory  1.5%  8.8%  11.8%  6.7%  0.3% 

Not satisfactory  2.9%  8.1%  10.6%  12.2%  4.9% 

 

The results for women were – 71.4% improvement; and for men – 63.9% improvement in Quality 
of Life self-assessment. 

Female  After TENS → 

Before TENS ↓  Excellent  Very good  Good  Satisfactory  Not  satisfied 

Excellent  1.7%  0.1%  0.1%  0.1%  0.0% 

Very good  1.5%  5.6%  0.3%  0.2%  0.0% 

Good  1.4%  8.3%  8.3%  0.6%  0.1% 

Satisfactory  1.8%  8.6%  12.4%  6.0%  0.3% 

Not satisfactory  3.5%  9.0%  11.5%  13.4%  5.3% 

 

Male  After TENS → 

Before TENS ↓  Excellent  Very good  Good  Satisfactory  Not  satisfied 

Excellent  2.6%  0.2%  0.2%  0.0%  0.1% 

Very good  2.0%  8.9%  0.7%  0.1%  0.0% 

Good  2.0%  10.5%  10.4%  0.4%  0.1% 

Satisfactory  1.0%  9.3%  10.9%  7.5%  0.4% 

Not satisfactory  2.1%  6.8%  9.2%  10.1%  4.5% 
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11.9. Long term use of TENS 

Respondents were asked were they still using their TENS machine. 

Rs = 2,883 

65.8% said YES, when they needed to 

23.0% said YES, regularly 

6.0% answered stored for later use 

0.5% no longer needed it 

4.8% has stopped TENS use – without 
there being a specific reason 

  

Results were consistent for Rs no 
matter the length of time they had 
been suffering pain 

 

 

For respondents with low back pain the 
results were very similar 

A slightly larger proportion said YES 
(93.2% versus 88.8%)  

Offset by a smaller percentage that had 
stopped use (1.4% compared to 4.8%). 
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11.10. Preferred method of pain relief 

2,341 people responded to a question asking them to nominate their preferred method of pain 
relief. There was consistency between genders. 

59% preferred TENS 

16% preferred their prescribed 
medication 

12% preferred attending a clinic 

8% preferred non-prescribed 
medication 

 

 

Preference 
Female  Male  Grand Total 

Bio Electronics TENS  58.0%  59.7%  59% 

Clinic  11.4%  12.6%  12% 

Prescribed medication  16.9%  15.3%  16% 

Non‐prescribed medication  8.3%  8.2%  8% 

All other  5.4%  4.2%  5% 

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 
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11.11. Location of pain 

A question relating to the location of pain was included in the last 4 questionnaires (E, F, G and 
H). The total number of responses was 3,665. Many respondents recorded pain in multiple 
locations – this was a valid response. 

Most respondents experienced pain in 
their back, shoulder/s or neck. 

This was followed by knees, hips and 
sciatica 

At the lower end of the scale were 
wrist, leg, ankle, arm, elbow, hand and 
foot 

 

The results support the hypothesis that 
pain relief effectiveness was widely and 
consistently distributed across most 
parts of the body 

 

 

 

Pain relief satisfaction results by location of pain 

Excellent  Very good  Good  Satisfactory  Not satisfactory 

Ankle  30.97%  35.48%  22.58%  7.74%  3.23% 

Arm  34.25%  41.78%  16.44%  6.85%  0.68% 

Back  34.97%  33.64%  23.71%  5.83%  1.85% 

Elbow  40.52%  30.17%  20.69%  7.76%  0.86% 

Foot  35.14%  29.73%  22.97%  8.11%  4.05% 

Hand  28.77%  36.99%  26.03%  6.85%  1.37% 

Headache  39.06%  28.13%  26.56%  4.69%  1.56% 

Hip  36.36%  33.57%  24.13%  3.85%  2.10% 

Knee  30.77%  37.85%  23.69%  5.54%  2.15% 

Leg  38.22%  36.94%  18.47%  3.82%  2.55% 

Neck  31.97%  35.64%  23.76%  6.91%  1.73% 

Sciatica  37.50%  31.77%  23.96%  4.69%  2.08% 

Shoulder  35.51%  36.08%  21.31%  4.97%  2.13% 

Wrist  31.61%  36.13%  25.16%  6.45%  0.65% 

 

There was no particular part of the musculoskeletal system where TENS was not effective. 
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11.12. Pain Severity 

In the final survey (H), a question was asked about the severity of pain. There were 393 
responses. 

1.5% nominated mild pain 

25.3% nominated moderate pain 

73.1% described their level of pain as 
severe 

 

A higher proportion of women than 
men described their pain as severe 
(77.7% versus 66.7%) 

 

Only 2.4% of respondents who 
reported severe pain thought that their 
TENS pain relief was unsatisfactory 

 

 

Pain relief satisfaction results by severity of pain 

Excellent  Very good  Good  Satisfactory  Not satisfied 

Mild  33.3%  0.0%  66.7%  0.0%  0.0% 

Moderate  24.2%  37.4%  30.3%  7.1%  1.0% 

Severe  36.1%  29.5%  26.0%  5.9%  2.4% 

           

Only 6 Rs reported mild pain. 
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Application time by severity of pain 

It would appear that respondents were 
adept at selecting the length of 
application time to suit their own pain 
relief needs 

 

A higher proportion of people with 
severe pain opted for 4 hours or longer 
application times 
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